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Abstract

This paper examines the emergence of the term “heart care (kokoro no kea)” to describe the psychological support for disaster victims in the wake of the 1995 Hanshin earthquake. By comparing the usage of this term in the Yomiuri and Asahi newspapers before and after the earthquake, as well as its relationship with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), this paper will show how heart care emerged in the context of hospice before expanding to include care for trauma more broadly. I will also discuss how the growing attention to heart care enabled religious groups to become more engaged in disaster relief work.
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Introduction

The year 1995 was a turning point for Japanese religion. On March 20th, the members of a new religious group, Aum Shinrikyō, released a poisonous sarin gas in the Japanese subways that claimed thirteen lives. This incident terrorized Japan and sparked a national backlash against new religious groups that fueled an increasingly suspicious view of religion in general1.

However, 1995 was also a turning point for Japanese religion in another important way. Two months prior to the Aum incident, a deadly earthquake hit the city of Kobe that claimed more than six thousand lives. In the immediate aftermath of the disaster, religious
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1 See Baffelli and Reader (2012) for the effects of the Aum incident on Japanese religion.
groups were largely unprepared to support the victims. As a newspaper editorial lamented:

"Why is it that we do not see the priests there [at the site of the disaster] fulfilling their duty? Only a small portion of clergy and a few religious groups are listening to the silent cries of the disaster victims. They only hold funeral ceremonies and don't practice a religion that uses living words for people. The fact that there are few priests who will suffer alongside the people is enough to make one angry" (Mochizuki 1995).

Spurred by such criticism, Japanese religious groups began to earnestly consider how they could play a more significant role in social services and welfare in the years that followed. This shift towards social engagement especially picked up speed after the 1998 Nonprofit Organization Law was passed. This opened the door for religious groups to more closely involve themselves with non-profit organizations. By the time the devastating earthquake and tsunami hit the Tohoku region on March 11th, 2011, religious leaders seemed to have learned their lesson. On this occasion, religious groups were much better prepared as they immediately rushed to the sites of the disaster to support the survivors (Ambros 2011; Inaba 2011; Inaba 2012).

**Heart Care**

Key to understanding how religious groups were able to better respond to the 2011 disaster is the growing emphasis on provision of "heart care" (*kokoro no kea*) for disaster victims—a term that was crystalized in the aftermath of the 1995 Kobe earthquake. Although sending volunteer teams to distribute food, remove rubble or otherwise tangibly assist disaster survivors was a high priority in the days following the Kobe earthquake, as these needs became less acute, care for the "heart" became an important way for

---

2 See Nakamaki and Tsushima (1996) for examples of handwringing by religious figures. As Jonathan Watts notes, Buddhist relief aid organizations first began to grow in the early 1980s in response to the humanitarian crisis in Indo-China. However, the Hanshin earthquake was the seminal catalyst for inspiring domestic relief work. For an overview of Buddhist social welfare activities, see Watts (2004), Covell (2005, 99-104) and Nelson (2013, 86-140).
volunteers to do what official rescue workers could not. As the notion of heart care was
popularized in the media, heart care went on to become an important area in which
religious groups saw an opportunity to contribute their spiritual expertise. Even though
the term “heart care” was largely unknown before 1995, by the time of the 2011 disaster,
it became one of the important ways by which religious groups were able to effectively
respond to those in need in the traumatized Tohoku region.

In view of the important role heart care plays in disaster relief, this paper will attempt
to trace the emergence and development of this term before and after the year 1995. This
will be done through a close examination of the occurrences of this term in the Asahi
Shimbun and Yomiuri Shimbun-- the two largest newspapers in Japan. By doing so, some
of the semantic changes that occurred during this time will become apparent. Occurrences
were measured by utilizing each paper's online database (Asahi Kikuzō II and Yomiuri
Rekishikan), and a search for the term “heart care” (kokoro no kea 心のケア) yielded the
results. Although these occurrences are by no means the only representation of how heart
care was understood and being discussed in Japanese society, they serve to indicate the
context in which heart care emerged and continues to develop in public discourse. After
examining the occurrences of “heart care,” a short analysis will also be made of the term's
relationship with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) which also emerged in public
discourse after 1995. Finally, this paper will examine some of the reasons that lie behind
the popularization of heart care in Japan and show how this paved the way for greater
social engagement by religious groups.

Before 1995

A search in the Yomiuri Shimbun database yields twenty-four occurrences of the
phrase "heart care" before 1995. The same search in the Asahi Shimbun database yields

---

3 In the early 1990s, circulation for the Yomiuri and Asahi was approximately 10 million
and 8 million respectively (Gudykunst 1993, 276).
4 Three occurrences in the Yomiuri prior to 1995 were discarded due to arising in the
context of unrelated phrases: chūshin no kea (中心のケア) and kanjin no kea (肝心のケア).
Although I was unable to closely check every occurrence beyond 1995 due to the
high volume of articles, the actual number of occurrences should be slightly lower. For
example, a search in the Yomiuri after 1995 show twelve and three occurrences
respectively of the unrelated phrases mentioned above. However, even allowing for
twenty-two occurrences. One of the earliest mentions in the Yomiuri dates to 1987 and arises in the context of a book review. The book in question, To Die Well is to Live Well (Yoku shinu koto wa yoku ikiru koto da), was written by Chiba Atsuko, a Japanese journalist living in New York. In the book, the author details her struggle with cancer and the differences between American and Japanese medical care. The review provides a glimpse of how Japanese regarded their late development in the arena of terminal care.

Though we are an economic power, the question of why Japanese medical care is so poor [compared to America] which arises again and again in the context of different situations, reminds me again of the fundamental cultural differences which lie behind medical care. It goes without saying that medicine is something that is concerned with both the heart and body, but in regards to heart care (kokoro no kea), its relationship with the traditional spirit (seishin bunka) which flows through the depths of the Japanese people needs to be deeply questioned, and considering the central role of technology in physical care, to some extent we can all the more expect that we tend to be behind (Kizaki 1987).

Although the reviewer does not explicitly say what she means by the Japanese traditional spirit that is keeping Japan behind the United States in terms of heart care, it seems likely that her critique addresses cultural ideals like the idea of "persevering" (gambaru) or a traditional samurai-like emotional stoicism which might be hindering the incorporation of heart care in Japan. More importantly for the present discussion, is her view of heart care that is closely connected to terminal care. As she notes in the next line: "This does not mean that it is okay to be behind. On the contrary, we must urgently think together, for example, [on] providing ‘terminal care for Japanese hearts.’"

The close connection between heart care and terminal care comes up repeatedly in the decade before 1995. The four earliest mentions of heart care in the Asahi Shimbun all arise in the context of care for terminally ill patients. The first article is titled: "Embracing Terminal Patients," and contains an interview with Suzuki Sō, a physician who was inspired by St. Christopher's Hospice in England and made an effort to care for terminal unrelated occurrences, this does not diminish the larger trend these figures show.
patients in his small clinic or at their home. The article features a quote from a patient who bemoaned the lack of heart care offered by staff in a hospital-- heart care that he only received from two other patients who were members of the religious groups Konkōkyō and Tenrikyō, and could encourage him in his faith during his hospitalization (Asahi Shimbun 1985). Likewise, a 1986 editorial describes the support for the establishment of a Buddhist hospice in terms of its ability to provide "heart support" (kokoro no sasae), while existing Christian hospices were referenced for their ability to provide "heart medicine" (kokoro no iryō). It is noteworthy that the author assumes that the religious background of these hospices is what enables them to provide such care. Another article describes heart care as part of the growing attention being paid to psycho-oncology and its role in providing emotional and psychosocial support to cancer patients (Yomiuri Shimbun 1992). In 1993, an editorial begins with the statistic that one in three people are expected to die of cancer in the twenty-first century and muses on the need for heart care for patients facing their own death. The author comments: "At that time, I think that if there were a professional counselor to listen to the patient, their anxiety and worries would be lightened and would be a great help in putting one's heart in order (kokoro no seiri)."

As in the book review mentioned previously, he deplors Japan's backwardness in this regard, and then turns to himself and expresses a wish that such a professional would be present to support his heart (kokoro no sasae) on "that day" (Murayama 1993). As these early occurrences show, heart care before 1995 was closely associated with dying and the care of terminal patients. While there was no consensus on who should provide heart care, these articles repeatedly call attention to the need for family members, doctors, nurses, religious professionals, and counselors to all address the "heart" of Japanese terminal patients.

While the connection between heart care and terminal care is made in close to half of the articles before 1995, it should be noted that heart care was also invoked in the context of other forms of care. For example, several articles refer to the need to provide heart care for the elderly and particularly those who suffer from dementia. While these occurrences also relate to end of life care, heart care was occasionally invoked in other contexts as well. Examples include: personal trauma, the disabled, the mentally ill or depressed, aids patients, divorcees, family of organ donors; parents who lose their children, workers who lose their jobs, and patients with various illnesses.
For example, one news article from 1992 describes the lack of heart care for children who undergo traumatic experiences such as the murder of a parent (Asahi Shimbun 1992). In an article from 1993, heart care is also used to reference the efforts of medical staff in addressing the anger felt by a young AIDS patients towards God and society (Nakajima 1993). These occurrences attest to the term's loose signification. For example, in the case of trauma, heart care could be envisioned as a psychiatric intervention. Heart care was also used as a euphemism for meeting the non-physical needs of the elderly as they approached the end of life. However, as Table 1 demonstrates, most of the occurrences before 1995 indicate an understanding of heart care as treating the emotional or spiritual anxiety associated with the end of life.

Table 1. Occurrences of “Heart Care” in the Yomiuri and Asahi Shimbun Before 1995

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Yomiuri</th>
<th>Asahi</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Terminal Illness</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aging</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Health</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Illness</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIDS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grief</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabled</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorces</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Yomiuri Rekishikan and Asahi Kikuzō II

A major drawback of this analysis is the small sample size of references to heart care before 1995. For example, a cursory book search in the National Diet Library Catalog only retrieves a little over a dozen books published before 1995 that have the word “heart care” in the book or chapter titles. However, the fact that almost all these books concern terminal care, illness, aging, and none contain references to psychological trauma seems to support this conclusion.
After 1995

All of the above changed after the Great Hanshin Earthquake on January 17th, 1995. The Hanshin Earthquake left 6,434 dead, 43,792 injured and destroyed nearly a quarter of a million homes in the greater Kobe area of western Japan (Hyōgo-ken Shōbōchō 2006). This earthquake was the most damaging to hit Japan since the 1923 Great Kanto Earthquake. Occurring as it did in an age of mass media, the disaster attracted the attention of millions. Almost immediately, a call went out for provision of heart care to the victims of the disaster. The attention devoted to this topic was nothing short of a heart care boom. As Figure 1 vividly illustrates, in the Asahi Shim bun, the number of articles which mentioned heart care surged from only four times in 1994 to 216 times in 1995. Likewise, in the Yomiuri the number jumped from a mere nine times in 1994 to 202 times in 19956.

Figure 1. Occurrences of “Heart Care” in the Yomiuri and Asahi Shim bun 1984-2014

Source: Yomiuri Rekishikan and Asahi Kikuzō II

6 Note also that a search in the Japanese National Diet Library for books on "heart care" follows the same pattern. While only a dozen or so books published before 1995 refer to heart care, in 1995 alone the number of such books doubles.
In the Yomiuri, the first mention of heart care was published ten days after the earthquake. The article noted the creation of a sixty page handbook to be distributed to leaders in Kobe to care for the "heart worries" (kokoro no nayami) and stress experienced by victims who had lost close relatives or homes. The author notes that doctors, welfare supervisors, and public health nurses at shelters would form the nucleus in training others to provide heart care (Yomiuri Shimbun 1995b). An editorial written several days later declares: "The Great Hanshin Earthquake: Hasten the Heart Care for Victims" (Yomiuri Shimbun 1995c). The author notes that five days after the disaster, a psychiatric first-aid station was established in Kobe, manned by a doctor whose psychiatric clinic had been reduced to rubble. Here, the number of victims seeking heart care were growing day by day. On February 19th, it was reported that thirty patients were now coming daily to his "Window for Heart Consultation" (Kokoro no sōdan madoguchi) to see psychiatrists who volunteered their services. In another article, the head of the Criminal Victims Consultation Room in Japan, was quoted as saying that whereas the United States could draw on coordinated networks like the Network Of Victim Assistance in providing psychological care to victims in times of disaster, Japan lacked a coordinated network that could provide heart care (Yomiuri Shimbun 1995f). By February, the Asian Medical Doctors Association announced that in the following month, a Psychiatric Health Center would be established to provide heart care (Yomiuri Shimbun 1995e).

In the Asahi Shimbun, the first mention of heart care was made the day after the earthquake. The paper quoted L. Thomas Tobin, the executive director of the California Seismic Safety Commission who was visiting Osaka for a conference on disaster prevention at the time of the earthquake. The article quoted Tobin as saying that in the aftermath of the 1994 Northridge earthquake in California, approximately four million dollars were expended to provide counseling for "heart care" (Yomiuri Shimbun 1995a). The second mention of heart care in the Asahi Shimbun occurred six days after the earthquake in an article that describes the efforts of the Japan Clinical Psychologists Association in setting up a 24 hour telephone hotline to provide heart care. Here too, mention was made that, whereas in the United States such care was taken seriously, heart care was less emphasized in Japan and had no prior examples (Yomiuri Shimbun 1995b). The call for heart care continued in the months that followed the disaster. By June, the government even announced that one percent of all funds donated by private and
government sources would be earmarked for establishment of a "Heart Care Center" (*Kokoro no kea sentaa*) (Breslau 2000, 181). The close connection between heart care and disaster relief is further demonstrated by the enormous spike in occurrences during 2011, when the Tohoku earthquake and tsunami precipitated over seven hundred occurrences in both the *Yomiuri* and *Asahi*.

**PTSD**

Although heart care remained the label of choice for the media in addressing the psychological and emotional care of victims in the Hanshin earthquake, it was at this time that attention was also called to PTSD. In the next section, I will briefly summarize the history of PTSD in the United States and Japan, and clarify its relationship with heart care.

Although the notion of trauma has a long history, its inception as a modern psychiatric condition owed a special thanks to the first World War when large numbers of soldiers returned from the European front lines with acute war neuroses, the most common of these being "shell-shock" (Young 1995, 50). In the United States, it later received even more intense media attention after Vietnam War veterans experienced similar traumatic memories. PTSD was then officially ensconced within psychiatric parlance through its induction into the third edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-III) by the American Psychiatric Association in 1980. The definition was then revised again in the DSM-III-R in 1987. After its appearance in the DSM-III, PTSD began to attract attention in many parts of the world. Some scholars even reported that semblances of PTSD could be detected retroactively in history—for example, in the works of Shakespeare and or even as far back as the *Epic of Gilgamesh* (Young 1995, 3). While the full diagnostic criteria for PTSD will not be cited here, in short, it describes an individual who: A) experienced a traumatic event; B) reexperiences the event in various ways; C) avoids stimuli associated with the trauma or experiences a numbing of general responsiveness; and D) experiences persistent symptoms of increased autonomic arousal not present before the trauma (Young 1995, 117).

In Japan, the notion of trauma as a psychiatric condition was hardly unknown before 1995. European studies of hysteria were introduced to Japan at the beginning of the twentieth century and Japan's experiences in World War I also helped contribute to
studies that confirmed the psychogenic causes of traumatic neuroses amongst soldiers. However, the translation of the DSM-III-R was only made into Japanese in the late 1980s. After this, the concept of PTSD began to receive academic attention in the 1990s. Still, not many had practical experience in treatment and there were few education endeavors (Goto and Wilson 2003, 195-196).

Yet after the Hanshin earthquake, the study of PTSD in Japan began in earnest. As Toyomi Goto and John Wilson explain:

It is interesting that one of the reasons PTSD came to be well known after the 1995 earthquake was that the U.S. Community Crisis Response Team (CCRT) from the National Organization for Victim Assistance (NOVA) offered training for Japanese mental health professionals, which included the organization of a long-term mental health care program. In terms of these efforts, there was initial resistance in accepting their professional assistance due to cultural differences between the United States and Japan and the unfamiliarity of postdisaster mental health issues. Nevertheless, their activities proved to be very helpful for Japanese disaster victims and contributed to Japanese culture becoming familiar with the necessity and importance of mental health support after catastrophic disaster (Goto and Wilson 2003, 196).

Thus in the aftermath of the Hanshin earthquake, PTSD rose from obscurity in Japan to become a respected term in the media. In the Asahi Shimbun the term was mentioned only six times in the five years before the Hanshin earthquake (1990-1994). In the five years following the earthquake (1995-1999), the term PTSD was mentioned 217 times. Likewise in the Yomiuri we find only one mention in the five years preceding the earthquake while the term was mentioned 215 times after the earthquake.

Interestingly, many of the initial articles after the earthquake discuss PTSD in the context of heart care rather than psychotherapy or other clinical terms. For example, a Yomiuri article from January 25th discusses a professor from Hokaido University whose pamphlet on "Understanding and Caring for the Heart of Children who Experience Disaster" was distributed to preschools and elementary schools whose students were

7 PTSD is translated into Japanese as shinteki gaishōgo sutoresu shōgai. However, as in English, this unwieldy phrase was often shortened to the acronym "PTSD."
considered at risk for PTSD (Yomiuri Shimbun 1995a). Another article from February of that year discusses the efforts of the Ministry of Labor in providing "heart care" and the increase in the number of cases involving Acute Stress Disorders (ASD) and PTSD (Yomiuri Shimbun 1995d). Three years after the earthquake, an article titled "What is PTSD?" explained that PTSD was the stress related to observing a traumatic event like war, a traffic accident, kidnapping, confinement, sexual abuse or the death of a someone near to you (Yomiuri Shimbun 1998). According to the author, when detected, the patient should immediately be brought before a professional counselor so that they might receive "heart care." As these and other examples show, in public discourse, treatment for PTSD often fell under the label of heart care.

The reasons for why treatment for PTSD was labeled heart care are not hard to imagine. For one, Japan remains a country in which mental illness is commonly stigmatized. For example, in looking at the problem of withdrawn youths or hikikomori in Japan, Amy Borovoy has noted that in Japan there are a web of ideas and institutions that militate against pathologizing the individual. Human differences and distress are seen as manageable and containable through reliance on self-discipline and environmental control (Borovoy 2008, 554-556). As Borovoy shows, the emotionally distressed are thus "mainstreamed" in Japan to avoid the stigma of being diagnosed with a mental illness. Cognizant of these concerns, some doctors will even refrain from using words like "depressive illness" (utsu byō); preferring instead to use more ambiguous labels like "depressive state" (utsu jōtai). Due to the stigma of mental illness, some disaster victims in Japan even expressed their psychological pain somatically as a way to receive medical help. For instance, after the Hanshin earthquake, many victims were referred to mental health professionals by their primary care physicians after they came with complaints of physical symptoms (Goto and Wilson 2003, 204). It thus comes as no surprise that in

---

8 See also Fujimori and Fujimori (1995), as well a several of the articles in Gekkan Fukushi (1996).

9 On the other hand, Junko Kitanaka has described how the language of depression started to become medicalized in Japan beginning in the late 1990s. However, as she notes, this did not take place by representing depression solely through medical terminology. Rather, the psychiatric interventions and the introduction of antidepressants to treat patients was also facilitated by a reappropriation of cultural discourse on the social nature of depression (Kitanaka 2012, 5).

10 Emiko Ohnuki-Tierney also noted the tendency for Japanese to ascribe the etiology of
the aftermath of the Hanshin earthquake, the public latched onto the rather ambiguous term "heart care" to describe the care for trauma victims.

Needless to say, the semantic ambiguity of heart care was key to its popularization. At first glance, the phrase "kokoro no kea" is a unique mixture of the Chinese character for "heart" (kokoro) or "mind"(shin), the Japanese possessive particle "no," and the English word "care" written in katakana syllabary to denote its foreign origin. The well known Japanese psychologist, Takeo Doi, provides the following translations for kokoro: intention, emotion, feelings, mind, heart, subjectivity (Doi 1986, 27, 44, 107). The word kokoro is also a native Japanese word in contrast to another word seishin, which comes from China and can also mean mind, soul, heart, and spirit. However, as Joshua Breslau suggests, "at the level of the individual, kokoro, in contrast to seishin, designates aspects of the self that are contingent on a unique and varied set of biographical experiences. Seishin, on the other hand, refers to more stable sources of power and efficacy that are less susceptible to change" (Breslau 2000, 181). Thus seishin is often translated as "spirit" while kokoro is translated as "heart". An illustration of the tension between kokoro and seishin can be seen in the book review mentioned near the beginning of this paper in which the author describes the Japanese seishin as inhibiting attention to the kokoro. However, kokoro can easily overlap with seishin. This flexibility is key to its popularity. The word kokoro was even listed as the most commonly used word in Japanese advertising during the 1970s (Moeran 1984, 261).

Likewise, borrowing the word kea from English was also conducive for applying the term in a wide variety of contexts. The word kea first gained attention during the 1970s in the context of nursing before gaining entry in major Japanese dictionaries during the late 1980s and early 1990s (Misao et al. 1997, 18). For example, in the Jirin 21 dictionary published in 1993, kea is defined as: "looking after (sewa), nursing (kaigo, kango), wide

ordinary illnesses to non-psychological causes in her work on illness and culture in Japan a decade earlier. However, she cautions against the term "somatization" since it implies that the causes should indeed be in the psychodynamics of the patient, but that the Japanese "somatize" them by finding causes in the malfunction of the body (Ohnuki-Tierney 1984, 76).

11 Naturally, this can change depending on the context. But what is important to note here is the personal nature of kokoro that often contrasts with the stability implied by seishin.
usage including medical and psychological support." Here we can also see how kea was closely associated with nursing.

It is thus possible to imagine how a pliable and warm sounding term like kokoro no kea, not to mention the cute illustrations of hearts that often accompanied the text, lent itself to mitigating the stigma of mental illness after the Hanshin earthquake. While labels like PTSD suggested a specific psychiatric condition that was limited to certain individuals, by discussing the trauma following the disaster in terms of "heart care," potentially everyone who had a heart could be a victim. This represented a kind of mainstreaming which helped subsume the label of PTSD under the umbrella of heart care.12

However, the ambiguity of heart care also came at a price. In May of 1995, the well known psychiatrist Noda Masaaki voiced concern that the call for heart care was too vague and did not distinguish between the specific psychological needs of disaster victims. For example, heart care did not discriminate between approaches such as psychiatry, social psychiatry, psychological counseling, or social work. He noted that heart care had become a "fashion" that did not seriously consider the real needs of the disaster victims (Noda et al. 1995). Noda’s concern remains largely unresolved. Twenty years later, mental health workers still struggle to understand what heart care really is. As recently as 2015 one study noted:

To reduce the stigma attached to psychiatry, and to popularize the concept of psychiatry or mental health, a plain and familiar word ‘kokoro’ is now used to express psychiatry or mental health in the healthcare field in Japan. In addition, the term ‘Kokoro-no care’ was widely used to popularize the mental health services during disasters. However, now ‘Kokoro-no care’ is widely used among both professionals and community people without explicitly stating what it is,

---

12 The use of kokoro to refer to psychological and stress related conditions is by no means endemic to victims of disaster. For example, prior to the earthquake there already existed in Japan a literature that addressed topics such as "illnesses of the heart" (kokoro no yamai) or “diseases of the heart” (kokoro no byōki)in the context of work stress or depression (Hirai 1989; Oda 1989). By describing mental health issues in terms of its effect on people’s “hearts,” this type of self-help literature also played a role in mainstreaming mental health problems by leaving the severity of such psychological problems ambiguous.
leading to confusion in the mental health professionals and community people (Suzuki et al. 2015).

To remedy this situation this new study proposed defining *kokoro no kea* as a spectrum of services that ranged from mental health services (psychiatry, psychology, social work) to psychosocial support (listening, counseling, recreation, group activities, massage and foot bathing, etc.). Mental health professionals could conduct the former, while other types of workers or lay volunteers could conduct the latter. This proposed definition embraces the semantic ambiguity of heart care, yet in accepting both ends of the spectrum, leaves open the Noda’s question of how different types of needs and care are to be distinguished from each other.

**Understanding Heart Care**

Having examined the popular discourse of heart care before and after the Hanshin earthquake, and its relationship with PTSD, the question now arises as to how and why this term went from primarily describing the care for terminally ill patients to describing the care for victims of trauma.

First, we can credit the growth of the hospice movement in Japan for producing the initial discourse of "heart care." The first hospice in Japan was begun in 1981 and several others were established in succeeding years, primarily at Christian hospitals. After 1990, when palliative medicine came under the aegis of national health care, hospice care grew rapidly. Whereas hospitals generally emphasized biomedical treatments, the ethos of hospice care placed value on also caring for patients in additional ways—socially, emotionally, and spiritually. It was these values that were labeled and initially articulated as "heart care" in the early years of the Japanese hospice movement.

Yet after the Hanshin disaster, heart care expanded to also include victims of trauma. Although technical terms like PTSD gained traction, the semantic ambiguity of heart care lent itself to being appropriated in public for addressing the needs of disaster victims in a neutral or positive manner. Due to the stigma attached to mental illness, the term heart care 13 For example, Cicely Saunders, who started the first modern hospice in Britain in the 1960s, described "total pain" as having physical, emotional, social, and spiritual components (Saunders 2006, 166).
care was particularly suited for describing the care for victims of trauma, since it provided a mainstreaming label around which Japan could openly rally.

Interestingly, even as the term heart care became closely associated with trauma and especially disaster trauma, it nonetheless remained a key part of hospice care discourse. Yet caring for terminally ill patients was now also addressed through an alternate term. As the hospice movement continued to grow in the late 1990s, the non-physical aspects of hospice care were increasingly accorded the label "spiritual care." In addition to the influx of hospice care terminology from the West, it may well be that part of this shift in vocabulary was due to the fact that as the definition of heart care expanded to include victims of trauma, it became too vague for the hospice context. As hospice literature developed a view that distinguished between the physical, social, emotional, and spiritual pain of patients, a term like “heart care” that spanned these categories became less useful. By contrast, the term "spiritual care" helped transmit the nuance of the existential and spiritual concerns that were strongly identified with care for the terminally ill.¹⁴

However, the significance of the Hanshin earthquake was more than semantic. As providing heart care for the victims of the earthquake drew national attention, religious groups took notice. The Hanshin earthquake is often described as the first year of the volunteer era in Japan (Furukawa ed. 2002, 3). The call for more volunteerism and social welfare was a wakeup call for religious groups who were seeking to raise their credibility at a time when most Japanese regarded religious groups with suspicion.¹⁵ The call for more heart care was particularly helpful in facilitating religious involvement in disaster relief activities. Furthermore, as Japanese society became increasingly attuned to the provision of heart care in various contexts, this in turn helped draw greater attention to the work of religious professionals in providing spiritual care for terminally ill patients.

It is also interesting to note how heart care was never completely medicalized despite its close association with PTSD. That is to say, the spiritual concerns which originally played an important part in the discourse of heart care in the hospice, also continued to play a role in disaster relief. Although heart care after the Hanshin earthquake was in many cases a euphemism for PTSD and other psychological issues, as Christian and

¹⁴ On the other hand, the ambiguity of heart care is also deliberately employed to soften or explain the nature of spiritual care to those who are unfamiliar with hospice.

¹⁵ See Roemer (2012) for an overview of contemporary Japanese views on religion.
Buddhist groups continued to develop their views on how spiritual care ought to be administered in the context of hospice care, these views also bled back into the context of care for trauma and disaster victims. For example, the "Consultation Room for the Heart" that was established by members of various religious groups after the Tohoku disaster stated in their mission statement that their approach was based upon the principals of spiritual care (Kokoro no Sōdanshitsu 2011). In this way, spiritual care and heart care continued to exert a mutual influence on each other.

Another interesting issue surrounding the emergence of heart care is the role played by the West. As seen earlier, heart care in the Japanese hospice was often compared to the United States or other European countries where holistic care was already the standard in caring for the terminally ill. Japanese thus viewed themselves as falling behind in terms of addressing the social, emotional, and spiritual components of pain. As Western hospices increasingly placed an emphasis on provision of spiritual care for patients through the services of religious professionals like chaplains, Japanese hospices began to attempt the same.

In a similar way, the notion of heart care for the victims of traumatic disasters also shows Western influence. As Japanese sought to bring relief to the victims of the Hanshin earthquake, Western experts helped shape the Japanese response. In particular, the Northridge earthquake which had occurred in California exactly a year earlier, provided Japanese responders with a model to learn from.16 For instance, as mentioned earlier, it was after the U.S. Community Crisis Response Team from the National Organization for Victim Assistance offered training for Japanese mental health professionals, that attention to PTSD grew in Japan. Since many Japanese preferred to describe treatment for PTSD in terms of heart care, it was through this process that helping trauma victims became one of the objectives of heart care in the years that followed.

The influx of Western mental health training also raised the question of who was qualified to provide heart care. Those with a medical background or training in counseling were clearly seen as ideal caregivers. On the other hand, religious professionals were initially hesitant to take on a counseling role during the Hanshin disaster since their efforts

---

16 See also the small handbook written by David Romo, “Handbook: Disaster and Heart Care” (Handobukku: Saigai to kokoro no kea) which was printed in April 1995, and again in April 2011, right after the Tohoku earthquake.
might be misconstrued as proselytizing (Inaba 2011). Yet by the time of the 2011 disaster, religious groups were much more comfortable in their role. For example, the "Consultation Room for the Heart" (kokoro no sōdan shitsu) was established by members of various religious groups to provide heart care for victims of the 2011 disaster. Another example was a traveling café called Café de Monk that was started by a Zen monk who moved around different affected areas in the Tohoku region where he sought to listen to the concerns of traumatized victims. This work also led to a radio program by the same name that continues to provide inspirational and spiritual encouragement by various religious figures aimed at victims in the Tohoku region. As these examples show, religious groups have taken a proactive role in providing heart care after the Tohoku disaster. Today, there is even a training program at Tohoku University which seeks to raise up "interfaith chaplains" (rinshō shūkyō shi) to provide heart care for victims of the Tohoku disaster-- something that would have been unthinkable in 1995 (Nihon Keizai Shimbun 2013).

Conclusion

As the examination of "heart care" in public discourse shows, heart care initially emerged in the context of hospice care before expanding to include various forms of trauma. After the earthquake, the term heart care was also shaped by interactions with Western psychiatric labels such as PTSD. In the process, heart care became an important label for all kinds of care that addressed the psychological, emotional, social, and spiritual concerns of trauma victims as well as terminally ill patients.

In addition to the popularization of heart care, the year 1995 also had seismic repercussions for Japanese religion. Although the Hanshin earthquake exposed the ways in which religious groups were unprepared to deal with disaster, the attention to heart care that arose in the aftermath was an important catalyst for subsequent religious involvement in social welfare. The call for heart care ultimately helped open the door for Japanese

---

17 For an in depth discussion of the role of religious groups played in disaster relief work after the 2011 disaster, see Ambros (2011), McLaughlin (2013a; 2013b).
18 The name Café de Monk also sounds like the Japanese phrase which means "complaining at the café" (Café de monku).
religious groups to further their social engagement and attempt to restore their credibility in the decades that followed the Aum incident.
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心のケア——阪神・淡路大震災の前と後を比べて

要旨

本論文では1995年に起きた阪神・淡路大震災以後に普及した心理的サポートを指す「心のケア」という用語について考察をする。方法としては、震災の前後に『読売新聞』と『朝日新聞』に掲載された心のケアに関する記事を分析し、PTSD（心的外傷後ストレス障害）との関係性を検討した後、心のケアがホスピスの文脈から語られるものから、トラウマの意味を含むものへと拡大したことを示す。また、心のケアへの社会的認識の高まりに伴って、宗教者がよりいっそう被災支援に関わるようになったことについても論じる。

キーワード：心のケア、被災支援、スピリチュアルケア、ホスピス、PTSD、宗教